
 

A ceremony for signing Azerbaijani-Kazakhstani documents was held on March 11 with theA ceremony for signing Azerbaijani-Kazakhstani documents was held on March 11 with the
participation of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev, and the Presidentparticipation of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev, and the President
of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Kasym-Jomart Tokayev.of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Kasym-Jomart Tokayev.

During the ceremony, Minister of Science and Education of Azerbaijan Emin AmrullayevDuring the ceremony, Minister of Science and Education of Azerbaijan Emin Amrullayev
and Minister of Science and Higher Education of Kazakhstan Sayasat Nurbek signed aand Minister of Science and Higher Education of Kazakhstan Sayasat Nurbek signed a
"Protocol on amendments to the agreement on cooperation in the field of education"Protocol on amendments to the agreement on cooperation in the field of education
between the Ministry of Science and Education of Azerbaijan and the Ministry of Sciencebetween the Ministry of Science and Education of Azerbaijan and the Ministry of Science
and Higher Education of Kazakhstan dated April 3, 2017."and Higher Education of Kazakhstan dated April 3, 2017."

As per the protocol, the involved parties intend to exchange students annually acrossAs per the protocol, the involved parties intend to exchange students annually across
various programs: three individuals for bachelor's degree programs, five for master'svarious programs: three individuals for bachelor's degree programs, five for master's
degree programs, two for doctoral degree programs, two for basic (basic higher) medicaldegree programs, two for doctoral degree programs, two for basic (basic higher) medical
education programs, and two for residency programs.education programs, and two for residency programs.

Kazakhstan has agreed to facilitate the training of five individuals in disciplines such asKazakhstan has agreed to facilitate the training of five individuals in disciplines such as
information and communication technology, engineering, processing, and the buildinginformation and communication technology, engineering, processing, and the building
industry. They will also provide training for another five people in agricultural and bio-industry. They will also provide training for another five people in agricultural and bio-
resources, art and humanities, social sciences, journalism, information, business,resources, art and humanities, social sciences, journalism, information, business,
management, and law. Furthermore, two people will be trained in the fields of healthcaremanagement, and law. Furthermore, two people will be trained in the fields of healthcare
and social security.and social security.

The Azerbaijani side will train three people in technical and technological specialties, threeThe Azerbaijani side will train three people in technical and technological specialties, three
in humanitarian and social specialties, three in economic and managerial specialties, onein humanitarian and social specialties, three in economic and managerial specialties, one
in natural specialties, and two in basic (basic higher) medical education and residency.in natural specialties, and two in basic (basic higher) medical education and residency.

According to the protocol, both parties will work together to enable studentAccording to the protocol, both parties will work together to enable student
accommodation in dorms linked with higher educational institutions in Azerbaijan andaccommodation in dorms linked with higher educational institutions in Azerbaijan and
higher (or postgraduate) educational institutions in Kazakhstan.higher (or postgraduate) educational institutions in Kazakhstan.
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